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Classic Pergola> TRADITIONAL
Traditional pergolas will bring the air of the
Mediterranean to any house or building. They are
resistant to all weather 
conditions, easy to assemble and maintenance free. 
Powder coating finishes are
available in many colors of seaside class quality and
also in wood effect 



Designed to look exactly like 
the classic wooden pergolas. 
All accessories are made only of 
aluminum .

Classic Pergola> TRADITIONAL



Classic Pergola> TRADITIONAL

Traditional - With canvas roofing
The combination of traditional pergola with canvas  roofing offers additional protection and shading,
Blending simultaneously the sense of noble, particularly when combined with wood effect colors.
This solution is ideal for applications intended to offer a traditional look in a modern way.



Classic Pergola> TRADITIONAL
TECHNICAL DETAILS
The system is designed to provide high aesthetic result andsignificant wind resistance. For this reason 
special brackets and supports have been manufactured to achieve the best possible outcome.
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Modern Pergola> MINIMAL
A modern version of aluminium 
pergolas in simple and minimal 
line, suitable for buildings with 
the concept “less is more”. 
Available in several colors, with 
seaside class powder coating and 
indisputable high construction 
quality. It is the ideal architectural 
solution for spaces surrounding 
modern houses.

Easy and fast construction. Special 
joints for the installation of trans-
versal purlins on crossbars without 
further processing or joints.



Modern Pergola> MINIMAL Modern Pergola> MINIMAL

Simple / Modern / Linear
without almost any visible screws



Modern Pergola> MINIMAL

The use of woven canvas offers 
shading and a modern or traditional 
result, depending on the desirable 
style.

Minimal - With canvas 
                    roofing
Another version of pergola, fea-
turing a soft line of canvas on the 
fixed aluminium structure. The            
combination of modern pergo-
las with canvas offer additional      
shading to balconies, gardens etc.



Modern Pergola> MINIMAL Modern Pergola> MINIMAL

Minimal - With louvers
Class meets quality. One more 
option of the modern pergola, 
where fixed louver blades may be 
used in certain parts, giving orig-
inality to modern design. Highly 
recommended for those seeking 
things out of the ordinary. 

Oval
Blades



Modern Pergola> MINIMAL

Flat Blades



Modern Pergola> MINIMAL
TECHNICAL DETAILS
The system is designed to provide a minimal contemporary look. For this reason we studied the best way 
to create a safe structure with almost no visible screws

Modern Pergola> MINIMAL
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